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What to avoid?

1. Panic

2. New Last-minute questions

3. Lack of sleep

4. Red bull, too much caffeine, alert tablets.



Revision strategy

1.Go through the work covered in class

2. Make a summary for each section

3. Do last year’s final papers

4. Do at least 5 other past papers.



The night before

1. Be Calm and Composed

2. Allow for Revision time

3. Go over the definitions, and summary notes 

you have made

4. Try a few easy examples which you have the 

memo for

5. Get an early night



Time management (IEB):
1. 200 marks in 180 mins.

2. Work faster than 1 mark per minute throughout the paper.

3. Mark off key points and times during the reading session.

1 hr = (20+50) marks; 2hr =140 marks. 

4. Take a water break after each hour 

5. When you do get stuck, remember:
A. some questions you might have misread
B. some questions are level 4
C. leave some lines and move on!

6. Rather finish the paper and come back



1. 150 marks in 180 mins.

2. Work at roughly 1 mark per minute throughout the paper.

3. Mark off key points and times during the reading session.

1 hr = (20+30) = 50 marks; 2hr =100 marks. 

4. Take water breaks after each hour 

5. When you do get stuck, remember:
A. some questions you might have misread
B. some questions are level 4
C. leave some lines and move on!

6. Rather finish the paper and come back

Time management (DBE):



Question paper management
1. Tear out the answer sheets.

2. Read the questions with an open mind, be humble.

3. Read what the examiner wants from you eg. explain,  

describe, compare, justify

4. No-one is trying to trick you, but testing what you do know

5. Make your own pencil sketches on the Question 

paper.



1. Do the MC questions first!!!

2. Read carefully – one word can change the answer 

you  choose.

3. Then enter onto answer sheet immediately

4. If unsure, don’t look at previous answers - there is no 

pattern - I promise!

5. Try to eliminate obvious wrong answers

6. Maximum time : 20 mins.

Multiple Choice



1. Start each question on a fresh double sheet – top left, so  

all your answers are together - Questions are related.

2. Number your answers on the left side.

3. Try to do the questions in order.

4. Leave space to answer a sub-question if you are stuck.

5. When you return to a question, read it again first. Look at 

the definitions and other questions to get hints.

Answer Book Management



1. Definitions must be learnt precisely. 

2. Leaving out or changing of a key word can change the 

meaning of the definition. 

3. Understand the meaning of rate and the meaning of 

change and the meaning of rate of change. 

4. Definitions are often used as a guide on how to proceed 

with answering the question that follows the definition. 

Definitions



1. Use pencil!!!! – Only one answer sheet per candidate

2. Heading: Graph showing how DV changes with IV or DV vs IV

3. Label axes with units. Use (x 10 x) if necessary

4. Choose suitable scales (1:1 ;1:2 ;1:2,5 ; 1:5)

5. Graph should take up more than half of the graph paper 

6. Never shorten  axes ( 0 // 100,110 etc.)

7. Plot points accurately to within half a small block

Graphs



1. Extrapolate lobf beyond plotted points

2. Use ruler for a straight lobf esp to calculate the gradient

3. A line of best fit is not necessarily straight. A smooth 

curve should have been drawn free-hand (no ruler), not a 
dot-to-dot line through every point.

Graphs - LOBF



1. Reduce relationships to direct proportionality eg. P vs 1/R2

2. A directly proportional relationship is shown by a straight 

line through the origin.

3. Remember the gradient has units!

4. Calculating gradient – use points on the line of best fit and 

not data points from the table given in the question. The 

points used on the line of best fit must be clearly indicated 

on the graph. 

5. Gradients and y-intercepts often have physical meanings

Graphs – gradient & intercepts



Formula:

P =
V2

R

P = V2
𝟏
R

� m = V2
Meaning of the gradient

Gradient units:
!"#$% &' (
!"#$% &' ) =

*
+!" = 𝑊. Ω

y = m x + c



1. Give full definitions

2. Give detail in answers - write what you are thinking but 

be  to the point. Use wording from the definitions.

3. Use bullet points for longer questions. 

Eg. ⚬ Increasing temp → favours endothermic reaction →

1. Show equations and substitutions - step by step

2. Give answer with units and explain directions.

3. Use relevant equations to justify explanations

General Answers



1. Conversions and metric prefixes

2. Rounding off

3. Use of calculators with scientific notation

Mathematics



1. Nothing different. As per the SAGS. Lots of definitions

2. be ready to manipulate relationships into the form :→

y = mx + C

3. Plotting and reading graphs

4. Tough Electrostatics questions involving vector nature 

of Felectrostatic

5. Certain number of basic questions, eg. Ohm’s Law, 

Lewis  diagrams, Chemical formula / names

What to expect
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